It’s Game Day in New Orleans! Help the return specialist avoid the defenders and score a touchdown for the New Orleans Saints!
Complete the crossword puzzle below by filling in the word that fits each clue!

**DOWN**

1. Where do the Saints play at home on Sundays?
3. This group of players score points for their team.
4. This score is worth 3 points.
5. What city do the Saints play in?
6. Who is in charge of calling the plays for the team?
8. This group of players try to keep the other team from scoring.
12. Football players do this to stop another player from running.

**ACROSS**

2. What’s the name of the Saint’s mascot who is also a dog?
7. What do players wear to protect their heads when they play?
9. This score is worth 6 points.
10. This official makes sure the players follow the rules.
11. This player is in charge of throwing the football.
13. What’s the name of the Saint’s mascot?
Search for the listed words inside the puzzle below. Words are hidden up and down, forward and backward, and on the diagonal.
Color-By-Numbers:
Using the Key provided, color in the scene with its corresponding color.

KEY:
1 - YELLOW
2 - LIGHT GRAY
3 - GOLD
4 - DARK GRAY
5 - BLACK
6 - WHITE
7 - GREEN
It’s 3rd and Goal! Pass off the ball to your Running Back and help the New Orleans Saints get the First Down!

Draw in the football and color the picture when you are done.
IT’S HALF TIME! Connect the Dots to see who is leading the Half Time Second Line!
The other team fumbled the ball! Help the New Orleans defensive back recover the football!

Trace the lines as quickly as you can and lead the New Orleans defensive player to the ball!
You’re the Head Coach! Use “X’s” and “O’s” to draw up a winning play in the space below and help secure a win for your New Orleans Saints!
Use the letter-number guide above each square and carefully draw what is shown into the corresponding square in the grid. Color in your drawing when you are finished.
MAKE SOME NOISE! The other team is in the Red Zone! Make your own game day sign to distract the other team from scoring!
Thats the end of the 4th Quarter! Did the New Orleans Saints win? Draw in the final score in the box below!